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Special features and advantages

The LEDTEK PRO-series is a generation of LED 
walls that convinces with its system concept and 
combines a simple design with an easy, efficient and 
safe assembly.

The TÜV-approved Tri-Frame system with its different 
installation options for indoor and outdoor use 
makes it possible to work without time-consuming 
piping. Without losing stability or safety, it allows for 
constructions of up to 8m in height (outdoors) and 
10m indoors.

The P3+WH PRO becomes part of the series that has 
so far consisted of the P4+WH PRO (outdoor) and the 
P2+BL PRO (indoor) and is now complemented by 
an outdoor product that is also perfectly suitable for 
indoor use. 

Because of its IP code of 65, the new wall is equipped 
to defy all kinds of environmental influences. The 
pixel pitch of 3.91mm with a resolution of 256x256px/
m2 promises a sharp image that is topped off by 
a luminosity pf 3,900 Nits and 16.7 million display 
colours. With a refresh rate of 3,840 Hz and a scan 
rate of 1/8 it is particularly suitable for camera shots. 
The P3+WH PRO is equipped with the A10s PRO 
receiving card by NovaStar. The best technology on 
the market is therefore installed, which promises 
a high level of future security. Compatible with all 
controllers in the COEX-series.

P3+WH PRO

 Brilliant picture and colour quality
 Static proof and test book (EN-13814)
 Unbeatable price-performance ratio
 Articles in stock
 Rental Pool
 3-year LEDTEK guarantee
 Over 15 years of experience and know-how

Areas of application

 Concerts and festivals
 Sport events
 Public Viewing
 Suitable for indoor events

THE LEDTEK PROFESSIONAL LEAGUE
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Certifications of the PRO-series

ROHS / CE 
EMV Prüfbericht: AE50425582; 
NSpRL Prüfbericht: AN50499148 
PhotoBioSi Prüfbericht (EN-62471): 
68.140.20.0182.01 
TÜV-certification: ID 1111250394
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LEDTEK P3+WH PRO LEDTEK P3+sWH PRO

Cabinet features 

Pixel pitch 3.91mm
LED type SMD 1921 (Blackface)
SMD type (RGB) SY-ADB1921-H 
Resolution in pixel/m2 256 x 256 px (WxH)
Number of pixel/ m2 65,536 px/m2
Scanrate 1/8 scan
Luminosity ≤ 4.100 Nits 
Display colours 16.7 Mio
Contrast ratio 5.000:1
Image refresh rate 7.680 Hz (CFD555IC) 
Receiving card NovaStar A10s PRO

Power consumption ≤ 700 Watt/m2

IP code IP 65
Horizontal 140°
Vertical 120°

Viewing distance ≥ 5m

Cabinet size

13,9 kg

8,9 kg

Click here 
for the 
manual:

Click here 
for the 
PRO mediakit:

More at ledtek.de/PRO_CAD.zip
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24Further information and data (e.g. tender texts, user manuals, RCFGX files) can be found in the media kit.

If you have any questions, please contact us on +49 551 492 493 44 or by email at vertrieb@ledtek.de
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